
Alerting the World to a Dangerous Karen Extreme:

Exposing @7h3W1n73rmu73 (Twitter)
aka Meghan Aroura Mornay

aka Megan Christine Bentzley
(of Las Vegas, NV and formerly Philadelphia, PA and elsewhere)

For ease of reference, we will refer to her throughout as “Meghan”.



Meghan Is An Extremely Serious Threat to Leftist 
Comrades and Communities
• Meghan, aka @7h3W1n73rmu73 on Twitter, is an extremely disturbed and obsessive serial stalker 

and harasser with a long history of cyberstalking and harassment. She previously targeted sex 
workers in the Philadelphia domme scene, but after relocating to Las Vegas, she has set her sights 
on anarchist and antifa communities particularly in Chicago and Portland.

• She (literally) cosplays as an anarchist and antifa but in reality is an extremely racist, misogynist, 
violent harasser, abuser and manipulator who advocates reporting people to the cops and sending 
people to prison.

• She is behind at least 15 social media sock accounts that have been harassing and threatening antifa 
and anarchist comrades from November 2020 to the present.

• For the past month and a half, her stalking and harassment has escalated dramatically to sending 
extremely racist and violent rape and death threats to a WOC comrade, and going full fascist on 
Twitter with extremely vile and abusive attacks on various leftist individuals and causes.

• The following page contains recent photos of her. She is 42 years old and about 5’5” to 5’7”, of 
medium build. 





Meghan’s Recent Fascist Escalation

• On April 23, 2021, Meghan created the @JProudboy88 and 
@takendowntrash Twitter accounts. The following screenshots of just 
some of her tweets from these accounts speak for themselves.

• CW: Extreme racism (including anti-Black and anti-Asian racism), 
police violence, anti-BLM hate, anti-LGBTQ hate, transphobia, 
misogyny, suicide, threats of prison, rape and death.



Meghan’s @JProudboy88 Twitter











Meghan’s @takendowntrash Twitter





Meghan’s Vicious Racist and Misogynist Rape 
and Death Threats Against a WOC Comrade

• The following are comments Meghan made to an Asian woman 
comrade’s Instagram post in April 2021. (The screenshots are taken as 
of April 24, 2021.)

• The comments are egregious enough, but made even more so by the 
fact that they were made on a post that included photos of our 
comrade’s family describing their journey to becoming US citizens.

• CW: Threats of rape and other violence, anti-Asian racism, misogyny, 
anti-immigrant hate, general racism, anti-Semitism, anti-BLM hate, 
anti-LGBTQ hate, ableist language, and more.







Meghan’s Vicious Racist and Misogynist Rape and 
Death Threats (cont’d)

• The following are comments Meghan has made to another Instagram 
post of the same comrade. These screenshots are also taken as of 
April 24, 2021.

• Again, the comments are egregious enough, but made even more so 
by the fact that they were made on a post discussing the over 500 
people that have been brutally killed in Myanmar during the protests 
against the oppressive and violent military regime. 

• CW: Extremely graphic threats of rape and other violence, extreme 
anti-Asian racism, misogyny, anti-immigrant hate.





Meghan’s Vicious Racist and Misogynist Rape and 
Death Threats (cont’d)

• The following are direct messages 
Meghan has sent to the same 
Asian woman comrade.

• These screenshots are taken as of 
April 24, 2021.

• CW: Extremely graphic and 
violent rape and death threats, 
anti-Asian racism and misogyny.





More Vile Racism, Misogyny, Rape and Prison 
Threats from Meghan
• Meghan’s vile attacks continue to this day. These are comments she made on April 29-30, 2021.



Meghan’s Harassment of Portland Activists

• In early April 2021, Meghan created the 
@Patriot78092243 Twitter account that went after 
Portland activists in particular.

• Within an hour of the Patriot account’s first post, 
Meghan conveniently jumped into the conversation 
from her personal @7h3W1n73rmu73 account to 
(attempt to) create a narrative that it was Joey “JoJo” 
Camp behind the harassment.

• Meghan claims to be part of the Portland activist scene, 
but Portland activists she claims to be personal friends 
with confirmed with us that they do not know her 
personally and do not recall ever meeting her in real 
life.

• CW: Misogyny, body shaming, ableist language.











• She also harasses via 
email, and has claimed 
that the examples to the 
right are someone else 
harassing her Portland 
“friends,” but we know 
that it is all Meghan 
behind these as well.

• CW: Suicide, extreme 
graphic descriptions of 
anti-Semitic violence, 
graphic violent rape 
threats, body shaming, 
misogyny.



Meghan Has a Long History of Online Stalking and 
Harassment, Using The Same M.O.

• This is far from the first time Meghan 
has engaged in this conduct. She has 
a long disturbing history going back 
several years (at least) of claiming to 
be the victim of online harassment 
and stalking that is in fact her behind 
the fake stalking accounts.

• See, for example, one of her previous 
Twitter accounts, @DominaLexx 
(which she used for her work as a 
professional domme and is still up 
and public as of April 30, 2021).



• In an eerily similar situation as the @Patriot78092243 Twitter account that went after Portland activists this past month, 
in 2018 Meghan created a fake @AllDomsR_WH0RES Twitter stalker account. Conveniently, again, she jumped right in 
with her @DominaLexx Twitter and saved the day as both victim of the stalker and hero identifying the stalker. 





• And that wasn’t even the first or second time she manufactured her own harassment on the 
@DominaLexx Twitter account. Again, in 2016…



• And again, in 2017, 
where she even 
engaged in a 
conversation with 
herself on the 
@7h3W1n73rmu73 
Twitter she currently 
uses.

• Curiously, her 
@7h3W1n73rmu73 
Twitter was created 
in 2016 but all 
tweets from before 
November 2020 
have been deleted.



A Long History of Complaints, Lawsuits and More Against 
Meghan for Stalking, Harassment, and Slander

• We knew it was Meghan behind the harassment of our comrades before we 
even knew her real identity and former full name. So we were not surprised, 
though it was still quite a shock, to find that Internet searches of her previous 
name, Megan Christine Bentzley, turn up a plethora of complaints about her, 
and even lawsuits filed (and judgments won) against her, for disturbingly 
similar patterns and methods of online harassment, stalking, and slander.

• The complaints indicate that she is known in the Philadelphia domme 
community as someone who has “slandered, harassed, outed personal info 
and stalked pro dommes in the Philadelphia area under the guise that it’s her 
stalker out to get her. There is no stalker. There never was. It’s all her.” A few 
of the complaints we’ve found are included on the following page.



https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/mistress-michelle-lacy/delray-beach-florida-33445/mistress-michelle-la
cy-anita-m-varricchio-ripped-me-off-delray-beach-florida-1435900

https://www.ripoffreport.com/repo
rts/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-
pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-me
gan-christine-bentzleymegan-winter
mute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-
1424264

https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/mistress-michelle-lacy/delray-beach-florida-33445/mistress-michelle-lacy-anita-m-varricchio-ripped-me-off-delray-beach-florida-1435900
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/mistress-michelle-lacy/delray-beach-florida-33445/mistress-michelle-lacy-anita-m-varricchio-ripped-me-off-delray-beach-florida-1435900
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/domina-lexx-envy/philadelphia-pennsylvania/domina-lexx-envy-megan-christine-bentzleymegan-wintermute-domina-lexx-envy-took-depo-1424264


Meghan’s Support for Police Involvement and 
Swatting

• From her previous Twitter account, 
@DominaLexx, Meghan repeatedly 
mentioned reporting others, including sex 
workers, to police on multiple occasions, 
likely with false reports.

• She has admitted that she “went after 
some people” and that “I don’t consider 
swatting as ‘harassment’ but whatever”; 
swatting is fair game to her.
• Swatting is a harassment tactic of deceiving an 

emergency service into sending police (the 
goal is usually a large number of armed 
officers) to another person’s address. It is 
extremely dangerous as it can result (and has 
resulted) in the death of the targeted person.



A Neverending Litany of Lies

• Meghan claims to currently be employed as a VR/AR (virtual 
reality/augmented reality) developer (games and musician avatars) for a 
company in Los Angeles, CA. We reached out to the CEO of this company, 
who she claimed is her direct boss, and he confirmed that she does not 
work for him or the company. She continues to insist that she does.

• She also claims that up until recently she had a career in InfoSec, and is a 
hacker and computer programmer.

• Among many other additional claims, she has stated that she was 
formerly an aerospace engineer, with degrees in aeronautics from MIT 
and UPenn.



Social Media Handles Used for Harassment

•Thus far, we know Meghan has used the following handles to harass and threaten comrades online over the 
past six months:
• Instagram:
• whiteethnostate
• tajemalldown (formerly snowflakestears)
• _proud_boy88
• superfashinor
• killracetraitors (formerly thebiggerjerm)
• fckdalibtards
• theywillgodown
• nopenafa (formerly chi.townjoe)
• chhibriguy

• Twitter:
• @Jproudboy88
• @takendowntrash
• @Patriot78092243
• @Hammondsvictims
• @Drea01365953
• @Princes16535101

•CW for the screenshots on the next page: Graphic threats of rape, prison, and other violence, racism, 
misogyny, transphobia, anti-LGBTQ hate, anti-immigrant hate, anti-BLM hate, police violence.





Meghan’s Burner Phone Tactics

• Meghan has bragged on Twitter 
about her “amazing social 
engineering skills” and her “ton of 
burner phones.” In addition to 
creating seemingly infinite numbers 
of sock social media accounts, 
Meghan also uses her burner phones 
to manufacture fake direct message 
and text conversations, as well as 
comments like the one to the right 
from a completely fictional woman 
named “Brianna Harford”. 



Karenus Maximus

• Over the past year, Meghan appeared seemingly out of nowhere and made ongoing efforts to befriend comrades in the 
anarchist and antifa communities. Only recently have comrades come to realize her extremely disturbing web of lies and 
harassment campaigns.

• When confronted recently about her lies, Meghan of course denied lying and responded by engaging in further blatant 
lies and manipulation. With her penchant for false accusations and overt racism, she is a textbook Karen (though a 
particularly extreme one) who pulls all of the classic Karen moves, including asserting that a person like her would never 
hurt a soul and could never possibly be behind such racism, misogyny, and threats of violence. She asserts that, rather, it 
is she herself who is the one being wronged or victimized, and regularly claims that she is a victim of harassment, rape 
and death threats, but she has never provided any support for those claims (such as screenshots, account handles, etc.).

• As part of her manipulation, when she is confronted she will play her innocent white woman card to the max, 
immediately changing the subject away from her blatant lies to claims like, “I have been nothing but good,” and “I don’t 
deserve any of this.” She will also make sure to constantly remind you that she is “crying non stop” or “can’t stop crying” 
after being confronted for her proven malicious lies and stalking.

• Meghan also uses her @7h3W1n73rmu73 Twitter performatively as a cover, making a show of tweeting support for 
POC, anti-racism, antifascism and other leftist principles at the very times she is harassing and threatening leftist 
comrades with vile racism, misogyny, transphobia, anti-BLM hate, threats of prison and worse. 

• We have every reason to believe that Meghan is armed and dangerous and a serious physical as well as severe mental 
and emotional threat to anyone she interacts with, whether online or in person. 



Follow-Up

• Our goal is to prevent Meghan from harming another soul ever again, because we have every 
reason to believe she will only become more dangerous if she isn’t shut down immediately and 
effectively. She is an extremely racist and misogynist, violent abuser, and the entire world must 
know about her and her methods. She has already caused immeasurable and irreparable harm 
to our comrades, and cannot be allowed to escape consequences.

• We can provide, to trusted and vetted comrades and resources only, further information 
showing that Meghan has been behind all of the harassment discussed above. We will not allow 
Meghan or others like her to perfect their (shoddy) craft by disclosing this information to the 
general public or bad actors.

• If you personally know Meghan or have interacted with her online and have also received 
harassment from anonymous online accounts, or even via text to your phone, it is likely no 
coincidence.

• If you have any questions, additional information to offer, or would like more information, please 
contact ExposingMeghan@protonmail.com.
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